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Motivation and Introduction 

Methodology

ℒ𝑑𝑖𝑠 =
1

𝑛
σ𝑖[𝐿𝑐𝑙𝑠 + 𝜌1𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛 + 𝜌2𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐], 𝜌1, 𝜌2 are trade-off hyperparameters.

Classification Loss 𝐿𝑐𝑙𝑠: disentangle demographic, forgery features.
Contrastive Loss 𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛: enhance the encoder’s representation capabilities.
Reconstruction Loss 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐: ensure the reconstructed image and the original 
images are consistent at the pixel level.

Objective: Train a fair deepfake detector using 𝑆 can then generalize to an 
unseen dataset while maintaining high detection accuracy.

Expose demographic features for fairness 
and forgery features for generalization.

Disentanglement Learning 

Fuse demographic and domain-agnostic 
forgery features using AdaIN with fair loss.

Fair Learning 
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,  𝐽 represents user-defined subgroups 

e.g., Male-Asian or Female-Black. |𝐽| represents the size of set 𝐽, 𝐿𝑗 is the

subgroup loss. 𝛼 ∈ 0,1  is user-predefined hyperparameter.

Optimization
Flatten loss landscape with sharpness-
aware minimization method.

min𝜃(ℒ𝑑𝑖𝑠 +𝜆ℒ𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟)(𝜃 + 𝜖∗), 𝜃 is model weights, 𝜖∗ is obtained through

perturbing 𝜃 and calculating the gradient of ℒ. The intuition is that the 
perturbation along the gradient norm direction increases the loss 
value significantly and then makes the model more generalizable in 
terms of fairness.

Results
Performance of Fairness Generalization

Table 1. Comparison with different methods in improving fairness and detection generalization 
under both intra-domain (FF++) and cross-domain (DFDC, Celeb-DF, and DFD) scenarios. 

Comparison on Intersectional Subgroups

➢ Our method achieves the best performance on all datasets with different
settings of backbones.

➢ Ours leads to a marked reduction in the FPR across all test datasets.

Visualization of Loss Landscape 
➢ With flattening, the landscape

becomes smoother, suggesting an
easier optimization path, potentially
leading to better training and
generalization.

Visualization of the Saliency Map

Figure 1. (Left) Grad-CAM visualization of Ori’s, DAW-FDD, and ours on the intra-domain dataset 
(FF++), and cross-domain datasets. (Right) Visualization of the image, and features.

➢ Our method’s activation region demonstrates a consistent model focus on
facial salient features, irrespective of the dataset.

Conclusion & Future Work
• We propose the first method to improve fairness generalization in

deepfake detection by addressing features, loss, and optimization.
• Our method outperforms state-of-the-art approaches in preserving

fairness generalization.
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1.Deepfakes, created through advanced AI techniques,
are highly realistic media that can pose serious threats
like misinformation and political manipulations.

2.Unfairness in Deepfake: detection models have
unfair performance disparities among demographic
groups, such as race and gender.

Female-Black Male-White

Rate of misclassifying real 
as fake = 26.27%

Rate of misclassifying real 
as fake = 8.33%

Such misclassification in AI detection models can erode 
public trust, highlighting the necessity of preserving 
fairness for secure AI system. 

3.Fairness Generalization can
guarantee fair detection under
intra-domain and cross-
domain scenarios (detect
deepfakes generated by
unknown forgeries).  Enhance
trustworthiness of AI systems
and strengthen AI security.

In the Future, we aim to preserve fairness generalization while 
detecting images generated by diffusion models or GANs.
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